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ABSTRACT
Some scholars have argued that youth apathy in politics arises from
an interpretation based on conventional electoral politics. Other
scholars have studied unconventional political participation and
found the willingness of youth to sign petitions, join boycotts, and
attend demonstrations. However, little is known about the
potential of everyday interactions to generate youth interest in
politics. This study examined youth participation in politics,
including everyday interactions, before the 14th general election
in Malaysia which changed the ruling government after six
decades. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 28
participants aged 15–40 from lower socio-economic backgrounds.
Analysis revealed low levels of political participation in electoral
politics. Less than half of them voted in campus elections, and
state or parliamentary elections, or attended campaign rallies.
None of them were candidates in campus elections, and none of
their immediate family members were political candidates. A
majority of the participants were engaged in everyday interactions
through online news, occasional political conversations with
friends, teachers, lecturers and parents, membership in
organisations, and writing letters to government agencies. The
findings suggest that youth disengagement from politics is due to
a closed political climate, and the perception of politics as dirty
and for the self-gain of politicians.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations (UN) define young people
as persons aged between 10 and 24 (adolescents, 10–19; youth, 15–24) (WHO 2020; UN
2020). Despite the United Nations driving the youth agenda on the mainstream political
process through its Department of Economic and Social Affairs, studies across nation-
states indicated low youth participation in politics. In Latin America, youth interest in elec-
toral and party politics has steadily declined (Coe and Vandegrift 2015). In Norway, the
voting rate for first-time voters was a mere 57% in the 2009 general election (Børhaug
2011). A 2007 survey in Turkey showed that only 9% of their youth were concerned
with politics (Gümüs and Yılmaz 2015). Six years after the youth’s self-reported claim of
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apathy, the nation was shocked by the sudden eruption of anti-governmental protest to
the redevelopment of Istanbul’s last green space of Grezi Park into malls and a mosque
but Gümüs and Yılmaz (2015) surmised that this was an issue-specific response. Similarly,
in Zimbabwe, the youth remained unattached to political process despite the social
unrest caused by the economic meltdown under the leadership of the then President
Robert Mugabe (Chiweshe 2017). Some scholars argued that these interpretations of
youth apathy are based on electoral turnout, which is the conventional view on political
participation (Cammaerts et al. 2014; Mohd Hed and Grasso 2019).
The argument is that the youth are willing to participate politically but not in electoral
politics. Mohd Hed and Grasso (2019) defined unconventional political participation as
signing a petition, joining in boycotts, and attending demonstrations but these are still
forms of political action (see also Alvarez, Levin, and Núñez 2017; Crepaz, Jazayeri, and
Polk 2017). Cammaerts et al. (2014) also believe that the notion of political participation
should be extended beyond elections. Carpentier (2011) describes conventional political
participation as minimalist participation because of the infrequent elections, as opposed
to maximalist participation in micro-level interactions taking place in parent-teacher
associations, families, faith groups, workplaces and communities. Carpentier’s (2011)
maximalist participation in micro-level everyday interactions broadens the definition of
unconventional political participation.
In fact, studies have shown that everyday interactions can increase citizens’ partici-
pation in collective action such as protests and rallies. In a study in Leipzig, Opp (2004)
found that over 70% of respondents would participate in a protest when they feel
deeply dissatisfied over a policy and knew they could make a difference. In the U.S.,
the political participation of the Blacks was more probable under the following con-
ditions: membership in an organisation, perception of common threat, and a less conser-
vative political environment (Platt 2008). Jeong (2013) concluded that South Koreans who
were active in civic engagement (e.g. labour unions, religious organisation, sports and
recreation, arts and education, professionals, charity works, consumer and environmental
organisations) were more likely to sign a petition and join a demonstration, but not
necessarily to vote. Similarly, Canadian youth that participated in volunteerism were
more likely to join protests and sign petitions (Bastedo 2015). In Malaysia, Lee (2018)
found that interpersonal conversation, voluntary organisation membership and a
higher level of education are predictors of political interest. From a conventional political
participation lens, class (Jesudason 1996; Welch and Studlar 1985) and ethnic background
(Lee 2010; Weiss 1999; Welch and Studlar 1985; Welsh 2014) predict conventional political
involvement among Malaysian youth. Ting and Wan Ahmad (2017) found moderate levels
of perceived efficacy to engage in political action and dominance in political conversa-
tions, with male respondents professing more confidence. However, the political partici-
pation of Malaysian youth (0.52) is still lower than its regional counterparts such as
Thailand (0.63), Taiwan (0.79) and Indonesia (1.20). This means that the impact of political
participation among Malaysian youth is not substantial enough to generate a significant
wave of change in informal politics (see Berthin 2014; Suchowerska 2013). This is why pol-
itical parties have begun using unconventional means to court youth interests to endorse
political doctrine, such as political Islam. Müller (2013) found that the youth are receptive
to the use of pop music to convey ideological messages in a mixed mode of commercial
marketplace and religious talks, suggesting that political interest can be generated in
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other non-political spaces like sports, entertainment and volunteering. Besides these
findings, little is known about on youth involvement in everyday interactions because
past studies have focussed on conventional political participation.
This study examined youth participation in conventional and unconventional politics,
including everyday interactions before the 14th general election in Malaysia which
changed the ruling government after six decades since independence. Youths were
selected because of the literature on political apathy of youth elsewhere in the world,
and similar studies on Malaysia have not been conducted. The findings will provide a
benchmark for comparison of youth political behaviour where policy changes are
taking place to tap into the political force of its youth.
In this study, youth is defined as a person between the ages of 15 and 40 following the
definition that was applicable in Malaysia at the time of the study. On 3 July 2019, the
Youth Societies and Youth Development Act (Amendment) 2019 (Act 668) was
amended, and the age limit for youth in Malaysia was lowered to 30. This redefinition
of youth in Malaysia reflects the extension of the youth phase because the voting age
is 18 years in 87.24% of 196 countries (Youth Policy 2020), and opens up opportunities
for the younger youth to exercise their political rights. On 16 July 2019, the lower
house of the Parliament of Malaysia passed the Constitution (Article 119(1)(a) Amend-
ment) Bill 2019, which reduces the voting age in national and state elections from 21
to 18 years (Buchanan 2019). Concomitant with this, on 25 July 2019, the upper house
passed the amendment of Article 47 and Section 5 to reduce the age at which a
person can stand for election to the lower house of the parliament and the legislative
assembly of the state to 18 years respectively.
Background information on Malaysia
In the 9 May 2018 general election, the Barisan Nasional (United Front) coalition that ruled
Malaysia for six decades since independence was defeated. Welsh (2014) attributed the
surprising electoral outcome to the impact of emotional campaigning through social
media, the deinstitutionalisation of the dominant Malay party (United Malays National
Organisation), and the failure to win over young voters. The new government led by
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad introduced two reforms to maximise an individual’s
potential for effective participation in society. Firstly, an amendment to the University
and University College Act was tabled in the Parliament on 3 December 2018, giving
freedom to students to participate in political activities on and off campus such as organ-
ising student election and establishing a political party branch on campus. Secondly, the
proposal to lower the voting age from 21 to 18 has been agreed in principle by the
cabinet. These reforms are believed to create a non-coercive environment where the
youth can get more involved in an open democratic process.
The development of democracy in Malaysia appears to be stunted despite Malaysia
fulfilling the three conditions of ‘democratic transition’ which are amalgamation of econ-
omic growth, the rise in civil society, and the practice of regular and stable elections (see
Bernhard 1993; Hamann 1998; Lewis 1992). Abbott (2009) has studied this perplexing
‘exceptionalism’. Malaysia’s economic growth has encouraged the formation of civil
societies such as Suara Rakyat Malaysia (civil rights), Tenaganita (women’s right) and
Bersih (electoral reforms). Civil societies have mobilising effects on the grassroots
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through campaigns, rallies and public discourse but they were unable to mount a sub-
stantial force to upset the electoral dominance of ruling coalition prior to the 2018
general election. The stunted development of democracy is due to laws such as Sedition
Act, Police Act, and The Printing Presses and Publications Act (1984) which control the
publication of news deemed derogatory or critical towards the government (Wok and
Mohamed 2017). These laws impose limits on activities and persons identified as anti-gov-
ernment and the lack of support for civil groups among the middle class. Abbott (2009)
cited the PEW Global Attitude survey which revealed that 35% of the Malaysian middle
class valued freedom of speech. Abbott (2009) argued that the dependency on the
state for employment and rent-seeking opportunities deincentivise citizens to be inter-
ested in politics.
However, despite the restrictive confines of the political climate in Malaysia, the youth
have been engaged in activism to champion socio-political issues such as poverty, politi-
cal corruption and institutional abuse of power but these were manipulated – leading to
youth becoming adverse to political participation. The often-cited example of student
activism took place in 1999–2001 during the Reformasi (reformation) movement. This
episode unleashed a new wave of dynamism in campus politics, evident in the formation
of student bodies to address student’s right (Youth and Student Democratic Movement,
DEMA) oppose the Internal Security Act 1960 (Gerakan Mansuhkan ISA) and the Iraq war
(Gabungan Pelajar Malaysia Anti Perang) (Weiss 2005). In response to the students’ acti-
vism, political parties sought to manipulate their enthusiasm through campus election.
Political parties fielded their candidates in campus election, some used underhand
tactics such as spying, threatening and raiding premises of anti-government factions.
Besides the coercive measures, Weiss (2005) stated that co-opting strategies were
implemented. Admission criteria have been made flexible to allow a higher enrolment
of Malay students to create a substantial size of Malay middle class. This and the prolifer-
ation of licenses accorded to private higher education providers have contributed
towards the creation of a technocratic middle class among Malay and Bumiputra. The
cumulative effects of the coercive and co-opting measures ‘undercut both the ability
and the will of students and academic staff to critique socio-political and economic devel-
opments’ (Weiss 2005, 327), resulting in political apathy and stymied activism.
However, political parties work to draw youth out of their political apathy (Müller 2013)
because studies have shown that a good turnout of youth during voting can affect elec-
toral outcomes. Statistics on youth turnout during the 2018 general election in Malaysia
are currently not available but in the U.S. and the U.K. an exponential rise of youth turnout
to vote led to an upset for the party in power (CIRCLE 2018; Sloam and Henn 2019). Youth
Table 1. Population by age in Malaysia, 2018 (Total: 32,385,000).
Age group Total Bumiputera Chinese Indians Others Non-Malaysian
0–19 32.66 23.39 5.26 1.79 0.45 1.77
20–29 20.11 11.45 3.32 1.09 0.16 4.09
30–39 16.39 9.46 3.23 1.06 0.12 2.52
40–49 11.49 6.62 2.85 0.81 0.07 1.14
50–59 9.38 5.51 2.63 0.72 0.06 0.46
60 and above 9.97 5.55 6.34 0.73 0.05 0.28
Total 100 61.98 23.63 6.20 0.91 7.26
Notes: 1. Total percentages for ethnic groups do not add up to 100.00 due to rounding off. 2. In Malaysia, the applicable
age limit for youth in 2018 is 15–40 years.
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account for 36.5% of the Malaysian population during the 2018 general election (Table 1)
and the Malaysia Youth Index Score 2015 shows that a moderate level of political socia-
lisation of about 45%, with little difference for gender, locality, age and ethnic group. Pol-
itical parties recognise the power of youth as a force of change, provided they can be
engaged politically (Welsh 2018a).
Theoretical framework of the study
The theory of everyday life (Adler, Adler, and Fontana 1987) is used as the theoretical basis
for broadening the notion of unconventional political participation from protests and
rallies (Mohd Hed and Grasso 2019) to include everyday interactions which are not
seen to be political. The theory of everyday life emerged in the 1960s to counter the domi-
nant paradigm of functional-structuralism in social theory that argued that a subject’s
action and thoughts are determined by social structures such as culture, morality, and
institutions inscribed in society. In other words, social subjects are depicted as passive
actors in social space. This theory cannot account for the transformation that subjects
may exert on their life and those of others, or explain how individuals do not always
conform to the worldview dominant in their society.
The theory of everyday life seeks to put the subject back into the analysis. It integrates
the analysis of socialisation in a social structure and also adds the significance of indivi-
duality as an active agent in the social situation. A subject’s behaviour is seen in the
context of how shared meanings are established in social interaction and the analysis
seeks to explore the various meaning worlds (Adler, Adler, and Fontana 1987). This
involves a description of a subject’s perceptions and feelings and their implications in
everyday interaction. In addition, how a subject negotiates his way in a given social struc-
ture is studied to understand how his action and worldview are socialised in a specific
socio-cultural system and how he achieves individuality. The emphasis on everyday inter-
action suggests that the normal is the mundane, routine activity that is often taken for
granted even by the subject himself.
In the study of political behaviour, the application of everyday interaction has been
able to illuminate the rationality underlying the apparent apathy of youths towards poli-
tics. Scholars have studied how young people invent new forms of identities and strat-
egies that constitute acts of resistance against the dominant narrative of political
identity. The notion of everyday interactions is seen in the maximalist dimension of demo-
cratic participation in Carpentier’s (2011) articulation of democracy, as opposed to the
minimalist participation in electoral politics. This analytical frame helped to turn the
focus away from the individual-state-society relation matrix to how political worldviews
are mediated through and grounded in unspectacular everyday personal experience.
Method of study
The study used a descriptive design to research the political participation of youths. In the
larger study1, data were collected using questionnaire, interview and media framing
analysis but only the interview results are reported in this paper. The qualitative analysis
of the interviews provided a nuanced understanding of the meaning of political partici-
pation from the youths’ perspective, which is not possible in quantitative studies.
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Mohd Hed and Grasso (2019, 12) who studied political activism in Malaysia advocated the
need to employ a qualitative approach to ‘provide more in-depth and richer contextual
explanations of how young people define political engagement, perceive their engage-
ment with politics, and to include new political repertoires that lie outside mainstream
politics.’
The participants were youths aged 15–40 living in Kuching area. Kuching is the capital
city of Sarawak, an East Malaysian state located on Borneo Island. Most of the participants
(22 of 78.6%) were in their twenties, four were in the thirties and two were 40. Out of 28
participants, 13 were Malay, 13 were indigenous and two were Chinese (Table 2). Most
of them had Form 5 and Form 6 qualifications (equivalent to ‘O’ and ‘A’ levels respectively)
when the study was conducted in February to April 2018. Most of them were from lower
socio-economic backgrounds, based on the participants’ and their parents’ educational
level and occupation. The participants worked as sales assistant, cashier, supervisor,
health planner, and cleaner. Almost all of them had a monthly income of less than
RM2000permonth (1USD = RM4.20).Most of their fatherswere army andpolice personnel,
clerks, labourers and farmers, andmost of their mothers did not work. Thus far, the political
behaviour of the middle class has been the focus of researchers (e.g. Jesudason 1996).
Appendix shows the interview guide which was formulated with reference to prior
research on conventional and unconventional political participation, exploring, in particu-
lar, the influence of socialisation agents (Botsch 2011; Zhang and Yan 2014). Voting in
elections, and membership in political parties and labour unions are conventional












Marital status Single 19
Married 9





Monthly income Not working 10
Below RM2000 16
RM2000-RM3999 2
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forms of political activism (Mohd Hed and Grasso 2019), as opposed to sharing of political
news and participation in activities that help local society (Shiratuddin et al. 2016) which is
unconventional political participation. The participants were also asked to give issues and
news that they talked about in daily life (Moy and Gastil 2006) to understand their con-
cerns in everyday life.
Using the interview guide, semi-structured interviews were conducted in Malay or
Sarawak Malay (a regional Malay dialect) depending on the participants’ preference.
Youths who fulfilled the selection criteria were asked if they were willing to participate
in the study. The study was explained and they were told that their participation was
voluntary and that the interview would be recorded. Those who agreed signed a
consent form.
For the data analysis, the interview transcripts were read and five themes were ident-
ified from the preliminary analysis. The themes on conventional politics included voting in
campus and national elections, and attending campaign rallies. Three main themes on
unconventional political participation emerged, namely, sharing of issues that concern
the youths, participating in everyday conversations, as well as membership in associ-
ations. The transcripts were analysed using the constant comparative method to seek pat-
terns in the data. The interview guide had a question on reading of printed newspapers
but none of the participants read them. Therefore, the data on whether the participants
read online news on the day of the interview and the previous day was used to determine
the frequency of accessing news. In the results section, the participants are referred to as
A1 to A28 and the interview excerpts are translated to English.
To obtain an overall impression of the level of political participation (both conventional
and unconventional), the participants’ responses to 20 interview questions (indicated by
asterisks in Appendix) were coded as present/absent. The participants’ total scores were
used to categorise them as low (0–6), moderate (7–13) and high (14–20) in level of politi-
cal participation.
Results and discussion
The participants’ scores indicated that most participants were inactive in political partici-
pation (1 high, 17 moderate, 10 low) with a mean of 7.68 (SD = 2.71) or 38.4% out of the
total score of 20.
To illustrate the contrast between participants with high and low levels of political par-
ticipation, demographic profiles are described for A8 and A12, respectively. A8 was a
Malay male in his twenties working as a health planner with a monthly income of
RM2000–RM3999. His parents had completed Form 5 (equivalent of ‘O’ level) and his
mother was self-employed. He answered in the affirmative to all questions with the excep-
tion of friends and parents attending election campaign rallies, and lecturers talking
about politics because he did not have a university education. His profile shows that cam-
paign rally is not important to a politically engaged youth.
In contrast, A12 had the lowest score of three out of 20. She was a Chinese female in
her twenties working as a cashier with a monthly salary below RM2000. Her parents had
completed primary school. The only questions she answered in the affirmative were: her
parents voted, and her friends and teacher occasionally talked about politics. Her profile
indicates that a politically disengaged youth living a politics-free life, possibly oblivious to
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political implications of issues and events. The only contact she has with politics is
through political conversations initiated by her social contacts.
Participants with moderate levels of political participation are those who had
occasional political conversations with friends, and either they and/or their parents
have membership in organisations. The rest of this section elucidates what it means to
be politically engaged or disengaged among Malaysian youth.
Conventional political participation: electoral politics
The participants reported their lack of interest in conventional political participation, indi-
cated by less than half of them voting in campus elections, and state or parliamentary
elections, and attending campaign rallies (Figure 1).
They did not see the political process of electing representatives as a vehicle to realise
their basic needs. Most of the 13 participants voted in campus elections because it was
made compulsory. According to A3, an Iban male who was a university graduate from
a farming family:
Figure 1. Frequency of youth participation in conventional politics (N = 28).
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If we don’t vote, it would be hard for us as we would be scolded by the lecturers.
(Lagipun kalau tak mengundi pun susah juga nanti lecturer marah nanti ha).
Some participants willingly voted in campus elections to choose the right people
capable of effecting positive change and improving the situation and to voice their
dissatisfaction.
The reason for choosing a candidate who is qualified to lead the undergraduates.
(Sebab untuk memilih calon yang layak untuk memimpin semua siswa dan siswi). (A4)
… for me, students have their own right to speak, to choose university leaders so that the
leaders can bring the voices of the students to change and achieve success.
(… bagi saya pelajar mempunyai hak mereka tersendiri untuk bersuara. Untuk memilih pemim-
pin-pemimpin university mereka agar pemimpin itu mampu membawa suara-suara pelajar uni-
versity untuk mengubah dan mencapai kejayaan mereka). (A8)
Participants who did not attach moral good to campus voting withdrew from the
process and practicality triumphed over fear of coercion. A1, an Iban male working as a
sales assistant, said:
Because most of them are staying off-campus. If there are activities on campus, they are lazy
to come.… They do not want to come to activities that gives nothing to them. (Sebab keba-
nyakan mereka selalu tinggal kat luar kampus. Kalau ada aktiviti kat kampus mereka malas
datang.… Nanti mereka tak nak pergi aktiviti yang tak da bagi sesuatu kepada mereka.) (A1)
As for voting in state or parliamentary elections, the results are similar in that only 10
out of 28 participants voted although 15 had registered as voters. State or parliamentary
election differs substantially from campus election. In campus, students voted because of
compulsion. It is also directly related to their identity as students and they are voting for
representatives who are identical to them. Campus election is usually clean from polemic
and imbued with moral legitimacy. However, state or parliamentary election speaks of the
uncontrollable and dirty politics, primarily for the politicians’ self-gain (e.g. good image,
business contracts), causing some participants to refrain from voting.
Politics is like dirty. More negative than positive. […] When I look at the social media Face-
book, many negative views about a political party, many corruptions about politics. I think
politics is no good.
(Politik ni macam kotorlah. Macam banyak negatif daripada positif. […] Apabila saya tengok
dekat social media Facebook, banyak tanggapan buruk tentang satu parti, banyak rasuah
tentang politik. Saya rasa politik ini tak bagus). (A5)
I have always seen the rivalry for power. Opposition also wanted to be part (of the compe-
tition)… Sarawak politics [is] mostly about racial politics. They just care about their own only.
(Selalu nangga nak kadang berebut kuasa. Pembangkang nak belawan pa indah.… Politik di
Sarawak, kebanyakan macam politik bangsa sendiri. Mereka selalu peduli dengan hal sendiri
sahaja). (A7)
On the one hand, politics was dirty; on the other, it exhibits power. Participants with a
positive attitude towards electoral politics considered voting an important opportunity to
participate in public decision-making. A25 was once involved in a campus election as an
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election agent, and she felt excited about bringing the candidate to a rally and voters to
the polling station. She articulated the importance of politics for the future of the nation:
We need to know about our national politics because we… decide on our future.
(Kita perlu tahu tentang politik tanah air sebab kita… yang penentu masa depan akan datang).
(A25)
A25’s aunt being a member of a state-based political party could have triggered her inter-
est in electoral politics, albeit at campus level but she only had a moderate score in pol-
itical participation.
None of the youths were candidates in campus elections, and none of their immediate
family members were political candidates. The extended family of two participants was
involved in electoral politics. A25’s aunt was a member of political party. A22’s grand-
mother had set up a political party prior to Sarawak joining the federation of Malaya.
His grandmother even had a road named after her (Jalan Haji Brabul in Kampung
Monam). But both of them had moderate scores in political participation.
Besides voting, participants were also asked whether or not they, their friends and
parents attended election campaign rallies (ceramah in Malay). Only six participants
had attended rallies and five of them reported that their friends did so, and eight reported
that their parents had been to rallies (Figure 1). Campaign rally is a political spectacle of
power and flamboyance in the Malaysian context. Politicians usually announce gifts in
terms of projects for the constituencies, and the skilled orators showcase verbosity in per-
sonal attack of opponents. Opposition parties make optimal use of campaign rally as a
platform for communicating their manifestoes and reaching out to wider and new audi-
ence because mainstream media are beholden to the government of the day. The rallies
exposed them to the bitter reality of games and manoeuvring, irrelevant to their everyday
lives. In the following excerpt, A8 explained why he and his friend found the futility of
election campaign and for them, it is politics and politicians who need to change their
way for good:
Students are busier, they have classes, assignments, sport activities which are better than
(attending) political talks which may lead towards negativity.
(Pelajar lebih busy, ada kelas, ada assignment, ada aktiviti sukan yang lebih baik dari ceramah
politik yang mungkin menjerumuskan ke arah negatif). (A8)
A1 had attended campaign rallies and also found political activities such as meet-the-
people sessions in restaurant dinners alluring:
The way he [politician] talks…we like to listen to them. Like in Kingwood Hotel the prime
minister came and invited the people (for dinner).
(Cara dia bercakap… kita syok dengar mereka. Seperti di Hotel Kingwood ada perdana menteri
datang mengajak rakyat ramai-ramai). (A1)
Strangely many participants in this study cited the rally as the most interesting of political
events although they do not attend them. They could have watched the rallies through
youtube, as is common nowadays. In Malaysia, students and civil servants were previously
forbidden from political involvement. For example, A2 said that she was afraid of talking
about politics in Facebook because she was afraid to be marked (‘Politik terlalu umum di
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Facebook. Em. Takut nanti kena kecam’). The political climate has opened up after the new
Pakatan Harapan ruling government took over, but the data for this study were con-
ducted just before the May 2018 general election and provides an indication of the
closed political climate then.
In the present study, only 10 of the participants had voted in state or parliamentary elec-
tions but 27 of their parents had done so. The participants exhibited lower levels of conven-
tional political participation than their parents, similar to the findings of Mohd Hed and
Grasso (2019). On the basis of these interview results, youth disengagement from electoral
politics is not due to ignorance of politics but rather the pressing demands of their life and
their perception of politics as dirty and self-serving for politicians. The disillusionment with
partisan politics seems to transcend contexts. Lack of trust in political parties, politicians
and the electoral management body are among the reasons for the young people’s
refusal to vote in the Tanzanian 2015 general election (Wumbura 2018). Cammaerts et al.
(2014) found that 44% of the youth in Europe cannot find a party or a candidate they
really want to vote for because the politicians do not have regular contact with them.
The 16–18-year-old Australian adolescents in Harris et al.’s (2010) study eschew electoral
participation because they do not feel heard. There will come a time when ‘the apathetic
young people of today could be the apathetic older generations of tomorrow’ (Park
1995; as cited in Mohd Hed and Grasso 2019, 13).
Unconventional political participation: everyday interactions
In this study, the participants were somewhat engaged in everyday interactions through
reading online news, having political conversations with friends, teachers, lecturers and
parents, writing letters to government agencies, and joining organisations.
News media is an important agent of political socialisation. Half of the 28 participants
interviewed read online news (Figure 2). Some read news from direct news portals while
others read news highlighted in Facebook. Mainstream media in Malaysia are careful in
their political stance because they are subject to licencing regulation stipulated in the
Printing Press and Publication Act 1984. Online media are somewhat free from such scru-
tiny because of impracticality in supervising content online. News in Facebook come from
various sources and are circulated at tremendous speed across multiple online platforms
to a large readership. The male participants liked sports news but generally the partici-
pants were interested in tabloid-like news such as accident, crime, natural disaster,
fashion, entertainment and unemployment. Certain political issues and non-political
events which are politicised as well as government hands-out (BR1M) also attracted
their attention, and they talked about these issues with their friends.
The participants were more likely to converse about politics with friends (n = 18) than
with parents (n = 12) but none resorted to social media to comment on political matters,
mainly out of fear as explained earlier. Examples of politically related issues are BR1M
(undergraduates receive an RM200 book voucher), development, government and oppo-
sition agenda, fluctuating petrol price, and goods-and-services tax. Participants who
talked about politics expressed concern on the adverse impact of the prevailing political
situation on the society, although not to them personally. Here A3 questioned why
Muslims cannot convert out of Islam in Malaysia:
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For example, why politics get mixed up with certain things.… Like language, why does
language have to be elevated as (an official) language while it is only a dialect… . Religious
issue like those who converted to Islam. Why she cannot leave? Why is she fixed? Fixed by the
law [on apostasy].
(Contohnya tentang kenapa politik macammencampur-adukkan politik dengan sesuatu perkara.
… Contohnyamacam bahasa kenapa bahasa itu perlu diangkat sebagai suatu bahasa sedangkan
ianya dialek.… Isu agamamacam kenapa orang yangmurtadmasuk Islam. Kenapa dia tak boleh
keluar. Kenapa dia perlu ditetapkan. Terikat dengan undang-undang). (A3)
Although a majority of the participants expressed no views on politics, those who had pol-
itical conversations were sensitive about the political situation of the country. Some par-
ticipants related the impact of politics on their current life. A8 expressed his concern over
graduate unemployment which he attributed to the failure of development policies.
Like now [although] I am a university graduate my employability to work outside (is limited)
because lack of jobs for graduates. So, I choose to talk about economy with my friends so we
would get good ideas and create job opportunity.
(Kerana sekarang ni pun saya sebagai graduan universiti kebolehpasaran saya untuk bekerja di
luar adalah kurangnya pekerjaan kepada graduan. Jadi saya memilih bercakap bidang ekonomi
dengan kawan-kawan agar kami mempunyai idea yang bernas, idea yang baik untuk mencipta
peluang perniagaan). (A8)
However, most of the participants talked about job-hunting, living cost, sports,
entertainment, crime and accident. The conversations of participants who were still
Figure 2. Frequency of unconventional political participation (N = 28).
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studying revolved around everyday routine such as completing assignments and joining
activities.
Parents, teachers and lecturers are accepted as authority figures at different stages of a
young person’s journey in life, and their worldviews constitute informal education on poli-
tics. A2’s parents refused to talk about politics because of its corrupted nature which
caused her to completely disengage from politics, evident in her low score of six out of
20 for political participation.
We don’t want to interfere in political matters.… It brings no benefit for [our] family.
(Sebab tidak ingin masuk campur dalam hal politik.… Tidak membawa kebaikan untuk
keluarga).
In contrast, A3 recalled a telephone conversation with his father who instilled gratitude
to a local politician for his patronage and support:
He [my Dad] would say oh we have an electricity now. This is a good YB. He gave roads, gave
water. Like that. OK. We really support this government.’
(Dia akan bagi tau oh kita dah ada elektrik sekarang. YB ni bagus ni. Dia bagi jalan. Bagi air.
Macam tu la. OK. Kami memang sokong kerajaan ni). (A3)
On the other hand, A9’s parents were more critical of the government. They discussed the
negative role of election manifesto and why it deterred them from attending rallies. A9 is
a Malay female and her family (including her) were self-employed.
… some of the manifestoes brought (by political parties) do not bring benefit to the people
and more on perpetuating personal and individual interest.
(… sesetengah manifesto yang dibawak sik menguntungkan apa ya rakyat lebih pentingkan
peribadi ah individu untuk kepentingan peribadi). (A9)
Teachers are more likely to bring up politics compared to lecturers (14 and 7, respect-
ively). However, the teachers’ role in shaping their students’ political worldview is
limited, evident from the topics mentioned by participants during the interviews: the
formation of Malaysia in history lessons, the function of governments in economics
lessons, politicians’ contribution to the people, education policy, and budget. They
probably felt constrained by the closed political climate and the safest way is to limit
their teaching to the textbook content. In comparison, some lecturers promoted critical
knowledge on how politics work by providing current, real-life examples of politics that
could be understood by their students. A1 was able to recount the lesson he took in one
of his university courses about political theory and its resonance to his home-state
Sarawak.
It’s about how cronyism determines everything in the economy. For example, crony (client) to
politician is easier to get tender. Just like in Sarawak, timber licence is easily given to [poli-
ticians’] cronies.
(Bagaimana kroni mempengaruhi segalanya dalam ekonomi. Contoh macam kroni ahli politik ni
senang lagi dapat tender. Seperti di Sarawak ni, lesen balak senang saja dibagi kepada kroni.) (A1)
Although fewer lecturers talked about politics with their students compared to teachers,
those who did were more critical, evident in the topics mentioned by participants:
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election and the voting process, religious freedom, language and equal rights, and devel-
opment. However, the topic that was common to some teachers and lecturers (and
parents) was gratitude to the government. Teachers and lecturers fear repercussions
for showing interest in politics. Students have been suspended from university for politi-
cal involvement. Lecturers have been charged for making statements on politics. One par-
ticipant talked about a lecturer who suffered negative consequences for inviting an
opposition politician to give a guest lecture in his political science course.
Writing letters to authorities is another facet of everyday interaction under study. Only
six participants did so and even fewer of their parents (n = 4) had sought to resolve prac-
tical problems by writing directly to the authority concerned. A8 was probably more pol-
itically participative because his parents had also written to authorities about clogged
drains and financial support for his education. A3’s parents had written to complain
about a collapsed bridge in their village, and also called authorities to demand for
better roads and electricity. For the participants, the act of writing a letter to seek help
does not seem to be a worthwhile activity. A20 and A2 cited ignorance about how to
accomplish it. A5 was fortunate in that his lecturer had taught him how to write to the
Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs to lodge complaints on the rising
price of goods. However, many more participants felt that it was better to channel
their complaints through their village headman and politician, like A7:
Now, we (villagers) just use PBB (political party Parti Bumiputera Bersatu). They are the ones
who send the letters (to the relevant agencies).
(Kinek tok guna yang PBB ya tek. Biasanya oranglah yang hantar surat pa indah). (A7)
The final aspect of unconventional political participation examined in the study is the
influence of peers through club and association membership. Out of 28 participants, 17
had joined some organisation and 14 said that their parents were members of associ-
ations. None of the participants joined a political party. For participants who were univer-
sity students, their membership in clubs or association was within a safe boundary of their
campus. The most common type of membership was in religious associations, and friends
were the recruiting agents. For example, A3 joined the Young Christian Students’ Club
after being persuaded by her friends. A4 was also involved in the Malaysian Muslim Soli-
darity (ISMA) club after being recruited by her friends. Sports clubs and college-based
associations were also common. However, membership in campus-based associations
ended upon their graduation and they did not join any association out there mainly
because they were not in direct contact with any recruiting agents. They were not
influenced by their parents’ participation in village-level associations such as Peladang
(Farmer’s Association), Kelab 1 Malaysia (1Malaysia Club) and Jawatankuasa Kemajuan
Kampung (Village Development Committee). The benefits purportedly brought by
these were irrelevant to them, for example, the 1Malaysia Club in A2’s village offered
training in sewing, cooking, farming, fishery, chicken farming and social activities. This
is because the participants worked in cities and did not return to their village. When
youth are not members of organisations, they are not in contact with an important
domain of everyday interactions which potentially can generate political interest.
The present study focussed on youth from lower socio-economic backgrounds, which
may explain their lack of involvement in organisations in view of Cammaerts et al.’s (2014)
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findings on the tendency for socially advantaged youth (who have the self-confidence to
speak out) to be active in youth organisations in Europe. If their findings can be extrapo-
lated to the Malaysian context, the youth are unlikely to become more active as volun-
teers when they grow older – exacerbated by the existing organisations which do not
seem to be relevant to the youth’s needs. The irrelevance may be mitigated with the
setting of 30 years old as the upper limit of the age of youth society office bearers by
the then Youth and Sports Minister, Syed Saddiq Syed Abdul Rahman because younger
committee members can better communicate with the youth (Yunus and Landau 2019).
Conclusion
The study shows that the youth are politically apathetic regardless of whether the prism
of conventional or unconventional political participation is used. Their political apathy in
electoral politics confirms findings elsewhere (e.g. Chiweshe 2017) and in Malaysia (Lee
2018; Mohd Hed and Grasso 2019; Müller 2013). Despite 36% of the youth expressing
an interest in politics, none of them are members in youth wings of political parties.
Only 20% of them have attended election rallies, a site for political interest to be instilled
through the fiery speeches. Given the results on conventional and unconventional politi-
cal participation of the youth, it is unlikely that they would be actively standing as candi-
dates in political parties or in elections. The youth in the study were of age to stand as
candidates because the candidacy age for the lower house and upper house in Malaysia
was 21 and 31, respectively, at the time of the study (Youth Policy 2020) although the age
limit of election candidates has since been lowered to 18 years. Even when the notion of
unconventional political participation is broadened to include everyday interactions in
non-political spaces, the results show that the youth are still somewhat apathetic. Most
of the youth and their parents do not write letters to government agencies to resolve pro-
blems such as drainage and transportation. While the parents of half of the youth join
village-level organisations, they are not members of organisations once they leave
college or university. Organisation membership is a vital non-political space that has
been found to mobilise the youth to participate in protests and petition signing
(Bastedo 2015; Jeong 2013) and is a platform for sharing of political news (Shiratuddin
et al. 2016).
As for the influence of political socialisation agents, we show that parental influence is
greater in conventional political participation and peer influence is greater in unconven-
tional political participation. More of their parents voted and attended campaign rallies,
compared to their friends. However, more of their friends were members in organisations
and engaging in political conversations, compared to their parents. When they are study-
ing, they are in frequent face-to-face contact with their friends and this is the space for
them to have political conversations because some of them refrain from talking about
politics in the social media for fear of repercussions. Previous findings on participation
in electoral politics show the greater influence of family than friends on the decision to
vote, according to Cammaerts et al.’s (2014) survey of 7,201 youth in Europe involving
pre-voters (16–18 years old) and voters (18–30 years old). Stadelmann-Steffen and
Sulzer (2017) obtained similar findings in Switzerland. If these findings are transferrable
across contexts, the chances of generating interest in electoral politics are greater
when the youth are still living at home but parental influence may diminish once they
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complete their studies and start working and live away from home. The likelihood of par-
ticipating in unconventional political activities is greater among older, wealthier and more
educated individuals, based on Crepaz et al.’s (2014) study in 11 industrialised countries.
The present study did not examine the demographic characteristics of youth who are
more likely to participate in unconventional political activities. Further research should
investigate the influence of political socialisation agents and demographic background
with respect to conventional and unconventional political behaviour among youth.
The results indicate that the influence of educators has a shelf-life in that once the
youth leave the educational institutions, the political conversations end. In contrast,
the social media is a more potent agent in engendering political interest through every-
day interactions. Interpersonal conversation is a non-political space that can predict pol-
itical interest in Malaysia (Lee 2018). The youth may not always read political news from
mainstream and alternative news portals, but many of them are in daily contact with news
shared in social media, which are not necessarily political, for example, accident, crime,
natural disaster, fashion, entertainment and unemployment. However, during the election
campaigns, the nature of news sharing changes and the content becomes political.
Researchers like Shiratuddin et al. (2016) have reported that Malaysian youth share politi-
cal news via social media. The youth in this study are frequent users of the internet, confi-
rming the Malaysia Youth Index Score 2015 which shows that the youth spend 5–6 hours
daily on their mobile phone and 3–4 hours per day surfing the Internet. Social media is a
non-political space like pop culture, and Müller (2013) has found that Malaysian youth are
receptive to political messages conveyed through pop music. Social media made political
impact in the Malaysian general elections in 2008 (Willnat et al. 2013) and 2018 (Welsh
2018a). Harris, Wyn, and Younes’s (2010) interviews with 16–18-year-old adolescents in
Australia showed the less political, more sociality-oriented use of the Internet. The
findings suggest that an important area for further research is the political content of
social media interaction to understand the locus of youth interest in politics and political
participation. These studies will enhance existing studies of youth political interest focuss-
ing on predictors of conventional political participation such as class (e.g. Jesudason
1996), gender (Ting and Wan Ahmad 2017), and ethnic background (Lee 2018; Weiss
1999; Welch and Studlar 1985; Welsh 2014).
The recent lowering of the age to vote and to stand as election candidates to 18 years
in Malaysia and the introduction of automatic voter registration provide the ripe con-
ditions to study how these policy changes affect political and civic engagement of
newly enfranchised young people. The electoral roll in 2023 is expected to reach 22.7
million, compared to 14.9 million in the 2018, the year of the 14th general election
(‘Malaysia reduces voting age to 18,’ 2020). In Scotland, Eicchorn (2018) found that the
voter participation rate of 16–17-year-old (75%) was higher than the 18–24-year-old
(54%), indicating the importance of civic education and parental socialisation. There is
also greater political efficacy among the 16–17-year-old in terms of signing petitions
and taking part in demonstrations. Another example is that of Australia which lowered
the voting age to 18 in 1973. In writing about the merits of further lowering the voting
age in Australia to 16, Stubbs and Piccolo (2018) argue that this increases opportunities
for adolescents’ political and civil engagement, which is instrumental in the development
of active citizenship. The adolescents in the pre-voting age are still disengaged from con-
ventional political participation despite the Australian school curriculum teaching
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students to appreciate the system of government and civic life (Harris, Wyn, and Younes
2010). However, their findings showed that
for some, the Internet offered a virtual forum for the expression and debate of social and pol-
itical concerns: in other words, it filled the space once occupied by civic associations, political
groups and other participatory organisations where young people of a previous generation
were able to join with others and engage in democratic practice. (Harris, Wyn, and Younes
2010, 26)
The social media is a site rich with emergent forms of political participation and iden-
tities. With the prevailing volatile political situation in Malaysia (where the government
that instituted the lowering of the voting age was replaced in an unprecedented
manner on 29 February 2020, not through an electoral process but through politicians
shifting political affiliations), it is timely to investigate the content of social media conver-
sations of newly enfranchised Malaysian youth to understand their experiences and atti-
tudes towards political engagement for effecting political and social change.
Note
1. In the larger study, questionnaires were used to examine the relationship between political
socialisation and ethnic socialisation because voting patterns vary with ethnic background in
Malaysia (Welsh 2018b), while the media framing of 1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB)
financial scandal was analysed to understand how mainstream and alternative newspapers
construct the salience of the issue and attribute responsibility (see Murudi and Ting 2019;
Ting, Murudi, and Chuah 2020).
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Appendix. Interview questions and prompts
(1) *Have you read the newspaper today? What about yesterday? The printed newspaper and the
online newspaper.
(2) When you read newspaper, what do you read about?
(3) What do you usually talk about with your friends?
(4) *Do you talk about politics with your friends? If yes, give examples. If no, why?
(5) Do you use social media to communicate with your friends? What types?
(6) *When you were in school, did any teacher talk about politics? If yes, give examples.
(7) Did any ministers come to your school? If yes, give examples of events.
(8) *In college or university, did any lecturer talk about politics? If yes, give examples.
(9) Is it important for students to vote in student elections in college or university? Why?
(10) *Do you vote in the student election?
(11) *Do your friends vote in the student election?
(12) *Do you stand as a candidate in the student election?
(13) *Do most of your friends go to listen to political speeches?
(14) *Did your parents talk about politics with you? If yes, give examples of topics.
(15) *Do your parents vote?
(16) *Do your parents go to listen to political speeches?
(17) *Do your parents join any associations or clubs? If yes, give examples.
(18) *Are any of your family involved in politics? If yes, who?
(19) *Have you registered as a voter? If no, do you plan to?
(20) *Have you voted in the state or federal elections?
(21) *What associations or clubs or religious activities have you joined? Who asked you to join?
(22) *Are you interested in politics? Why?
(23) Which political event do you find interesting?
(24) *Have you gone to listen to a political speech? Why?
(25) *Have you written or telephone to government departments to complain about something? If
yes, give examples. How do you learn to do this?
(26) *Do your parents write or telephone to government departments to complain about some-
thing? If yes, give examples.
Note: Asterisk* indicates the 20 responses used to calculate the level of activities and influences
related to politics (both conventional and unconventional).
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